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Laser scanners are being increasingly utilized in the engineering community to
collect accurate and dense 3D data on timber roof structures. Point clouds, which
are produced by either scanning or photogrammetry, can be subsequently
processed using specialized software to create geometric models of individual
components of the roof structure manually. Manual modeling of each structural
element in a computer-aided-design-based structural analysis software
application is a labor-intensive and time-consuming process, whereas
automatic modeling typically yields incomplete results in terms of the
numbers and sizes of individual beams owing to shortcomings in data
acquisition or data processing. In the context of structural assessment, full-
scale modeling of each beam is mandatory for a holistic analysis of structural
health. This study addresses the gap between automated roof-structure models
and preliminary structural assessments through a hierarchical analysis and
refinement of the geometric model. The proposed method was applied to
two different roof structures, and structural assessments show that it is
feasible to import and process the generated models in a structural analysis
software application. The resulting structural models indicate that the workflow
improves the months of time consumed by optional mistakes from manual
contributions to less than a week without the uncertainties caused by
human error.
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1 Introduction

Timber has been used for construction since before recorded history, and timber has
remained as the primary construction material in “tree-rich” rural societies ever since. This
reflects its easy availability, excellent mechanical properties, light weight, and ease of
shaping (Smith and Snow, 2008). Additionally, using timber as the construction material
offers advantages such as thermal insulation, high versatility, and ecological characteristics.
However, there are also some disadvantages like uncertainties in the structural behavior
because of its inhomogeneous nature, irregular shape, or surface damages (Cabaleiro et al.,
2017). The primary issue here is that timber structures also require the same
professionalism and skills as those expected for other building materials like concrete
and steel. Therefore, structural models are indispensable for assessments. To assess the
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structural safety of a timber element, a preliminary diagnostic
analysis involving visual or mechanical criteria is required.
Additionally, it is necessary to conduct a strength check of each
member by identifying the strength of the material through
structural classification of timber. Assessments of the structural
conditions and load-bearing capacities of timber roof structures
are possible by structural analyses (Chapman et al., 2006; Yang et al.,
2017). Thus, accurate and detailed data acquisition tools must be
used to achieve consistent and complete structural assessments of
historic timber-based constructions (Santos et al., 2022).

Structural assessments of timber structures have been the main
focus of several scientific research activities in recent times. Cruz
et al. (2015) and Riggio et al. (2018) have presented the standards
and guidelines for assessing historic timber roof structures. In the
context of these guidelines, the present study starts from a geometric
survey of the structure to the generation of a structural model for
preliminary analysis. For detailed structural analyses, the additional
information needed includes variability of the cross sections,
typology of the connections between the structural elements, and
condition and characteristics of the material.

Conventional data collection methods, including tape or digital
distance measures, are time-consuming and usually result in 2D
geometric information. Survey instruments like the total station can
provide 3D information on individually measured points. The
resulting information from a total station is a list of 3D points,
which in itself still represents a rather low level of detail in the
context of the surfaces of the construction elements. Laser-scanned
point-cloud data based on light detection and ranging (LIDAR) are
popular and efficient for capturing the geometries of complex
structures. Detailed and highly accurate point-cloud data can be
quickly and precisely collected on site using terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) (Vosselman and Maas, 2010). Photogrammetry is another
method of acquiring dense 3D points based on images captured
from different focal points. These images are first processed to
extract the 3D information (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). Point-
cloud data can successfully replace the labor-intensive data
collection work on site. In contrast to a laser scanner, the quality
of a photogrammetric point cloud in terms of density and metric
accuracy depends greatly on the light conditions and textures of the
objects. Integrated survey techniques have also been applied inmany
studies (Alshawabkeh et al., 2021; Lo Brutto et al., 2021; Gaspari
et al., 2022), and these studies show that photogrammetry can
reduce the occlusions in the scan data to improve the surface
coverage of the resulting point cloud.

A point cloud is a 3D representation that contains not only
coordinates but also other information like the color and intensity of
the return signal of the environment (Otepka et al., 2013; Barazzetti,
2016). Point-cloud data can then be processed using specialized
software to create highly detailed and accurate 3D models, such as
timber structures. On-the-shelf solutions allow users to model
individual construction objects manually. Automation of the
time-consuming 3D structural modeling of beams from point-
cloud data is an ongoing research topic, as will be discussed in
the related works below.

The resulting structural models address various purposes,
including design, analysis, and visualization (Eßer et al., 2016;
Hochreiner and Styhler-Aydın, 2019; Prati et al., 2019). For
example, a model can be used to identify potential design issues

or evaluate the structural integrity of a roof. A given structure may
have different failure scenarios, and analysis reveals these while
helping to decide if reinforcements are necessary. Monitoring a
structure in intervals using 3D scans, evaluating the geometry, and
comparing against previous versions can help identify intermediate
changes to the structure, e.g., damage by moisture and vandalism.
Changes to the stiffnesses of the connections of members can imply
changes to structural deformations and therefore the geometry of
the system.

For an appropriate structural analysis of a timber roof structure,
the input parameters like structural specifications in terms of the
cross sections and individual beam axes, typology of connections
between the structural elements, and materials must fit well with the
conditions of the real situation. Manual modeling of each element in
a complex structure can take several months, and automated models
may have missing or incomplete beams because of process-based or
data-driven occlusions (Prati et al., 2019). The objective of this study
is to refine automated 3D models using a postprocessing step in the
context of integrity and completeness to generate structural models
that can be imported into structural engineering software for
preliminary structural analyses. Starting from cuboid fitting of
the point cloud, the typology of a roof structure is used to
complete the 3D model and establish connections between the
beams. Thus, performing a structural analysis based on an
automatically generated structural model is possible for a
majority of the historic timber roof structure types noted in
Serafini et al. (2017). However, some limitations regarding the
beam shapes and structure outlines are explained in the
discussion section.

1.1 Related work

TLS, photogrammetry, or a combination of both techniques is
used in many geometric documentation applications of existing
structures. For example, the feasibility of unmanned aerial vehicle
photogrammetry for the dimensional measurements of structural
elements in a traditional timber building was investigated by Jeong
et al. (2020). Alshawabkeh et al. (2021) used laser scanners and
photogrammetry together to enhance the historical building
information modeling (HBIM) process; registration of the point
clouds acquired by two different methods was handled using the ICP
algorithm, and the authors were able to achieve complete
geometrical reality of the investigated structure. This study
followed a different approach with a lower complexity of data
acquisition using only one sensor (LIDAR) that did not require
additional lighting.

Semantic segmentation of point clouds using different
approaches has been proposed in many studies (Poux and Billen,
2019; Grilli and Remondino, 2020; Haznedar et al., 2023; Song et al.,
2023). Yang et al. (2023) presented a review of the methods used for
semantic segmentation of point clouds for cultural heritage; this
classification has lower importance in the present study because
beams represent the majority of the data, while the roof cover and
floor can be easily filtered.

Structural models of historic timber structures provide basic
information for geometric evaluations in structural health
assessments. For example, Tsakanika (2007) investigated the
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failure to identify the structural roles of the original “post and beam
system” in sample Byzantine and post-Byzantine historic timber
roofs. In the study by Gocál et al. (2015), a parametric work
employing a numerical model was used to analyze roof structure
behaviors with and without particular truss members and to evaluate
the differences in the displacements and stress values of the main,
secondary, and longitudinal trusses of the roof structure of the
Roman Catholic Church of the Holiest Christ. Both studies highlight
the need for numerical models and the definitions of master
geometries for analyzing structures. This concept of a master
geometry is studied herein for incorporating the original design
idea of the structure.

Some studies have directly focused on various cross sections
along the beam extent for structural analyses. For example, Branco
et al. (2010) presented an accurate geometric and mechanical
evaluation of the timber elements of two King-post timber
trusses. Lourenço et al. (2013) proposed a method to evaluate the
uncertainties of cross-section geometric measurements in existing
timber structures and to describe the usage of complex and
simplified probabilistic methodologies for analyzing the safety of
old timber structures. Cabaleiro et al. (2017) proposed a method that
allows automatic derivation of the deformations from laser scanning
data of timber beams with randomly irregular cross sections;
although the irregularity of the cross section is not the focus of
this study, such information should be used for further analyses.

The conditions of materials are also important factors in
structural health assessments. Given this scope, the aim of
Cuartero et al. (2019) was to define a methodology to create 3D
parametric models to assess the structural safety of existing timber
roofs with intricate geometries and the effects of decay using a
combination of laser scanning data and drilling resistance tests.
Sola-Caraballo et al. (2022) presented a synthetic method and some
basic guidelines to assess the structural behavior of a timber
structure through the implementation of non-destructive tests
(NDTs) and subsequent verifications. While the present work
concentrates on transforming the original geometry of the timber
roof structure to a model ready for a first structural analysis, the
inclusion of these approaches would further help assess the current
(decayed) states of the structures. These works demonstrate the
importance of structural analyses of timber roof structures even as
the authors mention the problems or high effort involved in
obtaining these models.

While the foregoing review concentrated on structural
analysis requirements, the following part focuses on building
information model (BIM) and geometric reconstruction. Existing
buildings with no prior BIMs require segmentation and
classification of the point-cloud data to reconstruct the BIM
objects. The process starts with data collection using TLS, and
the point cloud is then used as a reference during manual
modeling of the structural members in computer-aided design
(CAD) or BIM software (Prati et al., 2019). The automation of
this process is strongly desired since the manual scan-to-BIM
procedure is both time-consuming and error-prone (Bassier
et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2022) developed a BIM-based
management platform for more convenient protection of
heritage timber structures. Thus, a dual-indicator early
warning mechanism was proposed for long-term static
monitoring of structures. In the review by Santos et al. (2022)

that focused on HBIM applications to historic timber structures,
individual steps of the structural assessment, including data
acquisition, material condition and type estimation, geometric
modeling, and structural analysis, were investigated in detail;
they demonstrated that the geometric complexity of a historic
timber structure makes their modeling with a 3D modeling
software laborious and time-consuming. For example, in the
study by Balletti et al. (2013), data acquisition using TLS
resulted in more than 800 million points but 3D modeling of
the entire structure took several months. Yang et al. (2018)
developed an API for Revit to hasten rectangular beam
geometry construction using total station data. Pöchtrager
et al. (2017, 2018) focused on beams with rectangular cross
sections, and their approach is based on segmenting the point
cloud and matching straight-beam side surfaces before fitting
cuboids to the adjacent segments. Murtiyoso and Grussenmeyer
(2020) applied Hough transform to split complex facets into
linear parts; however, their approach was limited to L- and
Y-shaped segments. Massafra et al. (2020) proposed a
workflow for automatic transformation of a point cloud into a
3D model; this workflow detects cross sections of the beam
members in a clipped truss and then applies the “loft”
command for extrusion of the beams. Özkan et al. (2022a)
presented a set of methods to filter the roof cover from the
input data and split the complex-shaped point-cloud segments
into linear subsegments to increase the number of automatically
modeled beams of an entire timber roof structure. In Özkan et al.
(2022b), the authors presented a workflow to refine incomplete
rafter beams in an automated 3D roof-structure model; this study
focused only on beams that are connected to the planes of roof
tiles. Selman et al. (2022) proposed an automated method similar
to that of Özkan et al. (2022a) that computes the beam geometry
and connectivity directly from point clouds for structural
analysis; in contrast to Özkan et al. (2022a), the roof cover
filtering step was ignored in this approach. Additionally, they
used an interactive editing interface to reduce the missing cuboid
intersections for generating a suitable model for structural
analysis. Even though there are significant efforts to automate
processes for 3D timber structures, the variability of the geometry
along the length of each beam is still an issue when forwarding
the model to a structural assessment (Santos et al., 2022). The
present study addresses minimizing any manual interventions
and the processing time during the 3D structural modeling of
historic timber structures. Moreover, the structural components
like rafters, trusses, and beams as well as their relationships are
extracted from the point cloud to handle 3D documentation of
the structural assembly.

The aim of this study is to reduce the gap between automated
geometric modeling and structural modeling. In the structural
domain, the level of interoperability between the modeling and
calculation software causes loss of information during data
exchange, which is still an ongoing issue (Gomes et al., 2022).
Various techniques have been employed for structural modeling
of historic timber roof structures. Structural analysis cannot be
applied directly to automatically acquired models owing to their
incomplete nature, which may result in a lack of integrity. The
present study aims to refine such models and minimize the manual
effort required for preliminary structural analyses.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Two timber roof structures, as shown in Figure 1, are selected to
demonstrate the functionality of the proposed methods. Both roof
structures are scanned using a Riegl VZ-400i TLS device1. The laser
pulse repetition rate (PRR) of the device is in the range of
100–1200 kHz. Thus, up to 500,000 points can be measured
every second by the near-infrared laser beams. The 3D position
accuracy of the device is documented as 3mm at 50 m and 5mm at
100 m. The PRR is set to 1200 kHz for both studies. In the first case
study, the scanner is used with a mounted camera, so the resulting
point cloud has true color (RGB) information. In the second case
study, scanning was done without a mounted camera, and the
intensity was also recorded by the scanner. However, neither true
color nor intensity is used as the input for processing. Thus, this
information is used only for visualization purposes. Postprocessing
of the scanned data, including coarse registration of the different
scan positions, multistation adjustment, and exporting the point
cloud, is realized using RiscanPRO2 software. The exported point
clouds are the essential input to the workflow shown in Figure 2. The
individual point clouds were registered with “multistation
adjustment” (MSA) that computes the orientations of all scans
simultaneously in an iterative process using the entire point

cloud (Besl and McKay, 1992). MSA resulted in a mean absolute
deviation (MAD) of 1mm for both studies; the standard deviation of
the registration is 22mm for the first dataset and 18mm for the
second dataset. The average point sampling distance on the object
space is approximately 3mm.

2.1.1 Case study 1: Castle Gutenbrunn
The first case study was on Castle Gutenbrunn, which is a late

baroque castle near Herzogenburg in the district of Sankt Pölten,
Lower Austria. The entire roof structure of the castle is an assembly
of several buildings. This study focuses on one of these sections
located above the northern entrance of the castle, as shown in
Figure 1. The roof was scanned from inside the structure, and a total
of 217 million points were surveyed by TLS from 13 positions. Then,
after applying preprocessing steps such as merging, subsampling,
and segmentation (as explained in Özkan et al. (2022a)),
approximately 11 million points were considered for further
processing. The scanner was always positioned at ground level
because of the lack of a suitable place above ground. The
scanning process took approximately one hour.

2.1.2 Case study 2: Michaeliskirche roof
structure–northern transept

The second case study was on the St. Michael church, which is a
medieval church in the city center of Vienna, Austria. The northern
transept of this church was scanned by TLS to generate the structural
model. Figure 1 shows that the roof was built as a rafter structure
with main and subsidiary truss systems, a bracing truss system
parallel to the ridge, and two subsidiary truss systems on the sides.
720 million points were collected by TLS from 38 scan positions.
After preprocessing the raw points, approximately 15 million points
were left, which were used for cuboid fitting of the beams. The scans
included data from the ground level and first floor of the roof. The

FIGURE 1
Roof structures of the case studies based on aerial images (left) and their point-cloud data (right).

1 Riegl VZ-400i Terrestrial Laser Scanner. Available at: http://www.riegl.

com/nc/products/terrestrial-scanning/produktdetail/product/scanner/48/

(Accessed on 12 October 2023).

2 RiScanPRO 2.15. Available at: http://www.riegl.com/products/software-

packages/riscan-pro/(Accessed on 12 October 2023).
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results showed fewer gaps around the top in comparison to the first
case study. The on-site scanning process took
approximately two hours.

3 Methods

With reference to state-of-the-art developments related to
automated timber-beam modeling using point clouds
(Pöchtrager et al., 2018; Prati et al., 2019; Özkan et al., 2022a;
Selman et al., 2022), a workflow (Figure 2) was developed to
convert the incomplete models to fully connected and useful
models for the structural analysis software. These methods are
applied using Python 3.8 version with the scikit-learn package
(Pilgrim andWillison, 2009; Pedregosa et al., 2011). Python scripts
are designed to read the input parameters, such as point clouds,
and predefined threshold values from a configuration file. The
output of this processing is the structural model that includes
beams and coupling objects that can be imported and processed by
structural engineering software.

The workflow presented in Figure 2 focuses on the generation of
cuboids and model refinements in the context of connectivity of the
timber beam frame. The resulting model can be used for preliminary
structural analyses. However, characterization of the beam-to-beam
connections, estimation of the material type and condition, and
variation of the cross section along the beam extent need to be
considered for advanced structural analysis. The limitations of the
workflow and the assumptions made for processing are explained
further in the Discussion section.

The preliminary result of cuboid modeling is a set of beam
objects represented as cuboids. The connectivity and completeness
of these cuboids are unknown when they are generated from point
clouds (Özkan et al., 2022a). The cuboid models may be affected by
the lack of information in the point cloud or process-driven missing
elements. To prepare an analyzable model in the context of
structural assessment, manual editing of the beams was suggested
by Selman et al. (2022).

The roof structure analysis and model refinement stages in
Figure 2 aim to analyze and understand the repetitive structure
of the roof and then refine the model by applying the merge, extend,
or create operation. In the final stage, the close spatial vicinities of
the refined beams are used to identify and implement the
presumable joints for structural assessment3.

3.1 Cuboid modeling

The basic steps of beam modeling proposed in extant works
(Pöchtrager et al., 2018; Murtiyoso and Grussenmeyer, 2020; Özkan
et al., 2022a; Selman et al., 2022) involve modeling beams as cuboids
using TLS point clouds. The present study follows the workflow of
Özkan et al. (2022a) for cuboid modeling and assignment of the roof
covering points as a separate domain of geometrical information.
The process starts with scanning the interior of a roof structure from
several positions. The first step here is to register all scans to a
superior coordinate system. Then, a set of point cloud processing
methods is applied to extract the side surfaces of beams. OPALS
(Pfeifer et al., 2014) is used to segment the input point cloud;
segmentation is used to obtain the planar or slightly bending,
curved, or twisted beam surfaces.

Ideally, the side surfaces of beams are represented by segments
with elongated rectangular shapes. As noted in Pöchtrager et al.
(2018), linear segments can be defined using shape factors computed
based on principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2011). A
segment can be classified as linear (e.g., side faces of beams),
compact (e.g., large planes of the floor or walls), or non-linear
but comprising linear sub-segments. For the decomposition of a
non-linear segment into linear sub-segments, the methods proposed

FIGURE 2
Creation of a complete 3D roof structure model from a cuboid model automatically generated from point clouds for structural analysis. The steps
requiring human interactions are shown in blue, and yellow indicates fully automated data processing steps driven by Python scripts.

3 Airbus, European Space Imaging, Maxar Technologies. Available at: https://

www.google.com/maps/(Accessed on 12 October 2023).
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by Özkan et al. (2022a) that comprise region growing and RANSAC
(Fischler and Bolles, 1981; Gambotto, 1993) are applied.

To estimate the best-fitting cuboid for a beam, the first step is
identification of adjacent beam segments (Pöchtrager et al., 2018). The
geometric proximity and angles between the beam segments are used to
group the side surfaces of the beams into a single beam. The best-fitting
cuboid can then be saved in a well-known 3D format, such as the design
data exchange format DXF4. The resultingmodel is a list of cuboids and
is not directly applicable to structural assessment but still remains an
essential first input to a structural model.

3.2 Automated roof-structure modeling

The result of the sequence of methods explained in Section 3.1 is
obtained in the form of beams as cuboids. To generate a complete
model from the cuboids, an analysis of the design principle of the
roof structure can guide further automation.

The first roof structure “rafters detection” idea was presented by
Özkan et al. (2022b). In this study, large planar roof tiles were
detected using RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) on the roof-
cover point cloud. Then, the beams connected to the detected planes
were defined as rafter beams. In the final stage, the rafter beams were
refined through an interval-based analysis. The present work
proposes a more robust solution, as explained in Section 3.2.1,
using binary comparisons of the point cloud and cuboid models
instead of interval analysis. With this new approach, the missing,
incomplete, or aggregatable beams can be detected even if they do
not follow a constant distance interval. Additionally, both the
repetitive rafter beams and all beams inside the structure are
involved in the refinement process in a hierarchical manner.

The rafter pairs are first detected, and all beams that form the
rafter truss are then analyzed together to reveal the initial design
idea. Section 3.2.2 presents the detection and analysis of the further
bracing elements that are perpendicular to the rafter truss planes. In
the last stage, the cuboids that were not investigated in the prior
analyses are checked for connectivity. The final automated roof-
structure result is a fully interlocked roof-structure model that
includes information on relationships between the beams, trusses,
and bracing systems.

3.2.1 Truss system modeling
3.2.1.1 Rafter beam detection

The best-fitting planes of the large roof tiles are acquired using
the RANSAC algorithm on the roof-cover point cloud. A plane is
formulated as ax + by + cz + d = 0 and specified by the normal unit
vector of the plane nP

�→ � (a, b, c). The following equations are used
to define the beams that are connected to the corresponding roof tile:

dPB � nP
�→ · CB

�→( ) + d, (1)

αPB � arccos nP
�→ · lB→( ). (2)

In Eq. (1), CB
�→

is the centroid coordinate of the beam, dPB is the
distance between the plane of a roof tile and the beam centroid. In
Eq. (2), αPB is the angle between the normal vector of the plane and
unit vector of the longitudinal axis of the beam ( lB

→). If dPB is less
than half of the maximum beam width (e.g., 20 cm) and αPB is
approximately 90°, then the beam is considered to be connected to
the plane. As the rafter beams of the same roof tile are expected to be
parallel to each other, the K-means (MacQueen, 1967) algorithm is
applied on lB

→
of the beams that are connected to the same plane to

estimate the majority of the beam orientations. Then, if the angle
between the estimated average orientation of the majority and lB

→
is

less than a threshold (e.g., 5°), the beam is assumed as a rafter beam.

3.2.1.2 Refinement of the beams
Figure 4 illustrates the sub-steps for modeling the rafter

beams. First, the 3D convex hull of the rafter beams of the
same roof tile is obtained using Open3D (Zhou et al., 2018).
Then, the points within the 3D convex hull are projected onto the
plane of the roof tile, and a binary image is generated from the
projected points to define a reference for beam refinement.
Unlike Özkan et al. (2022b), an image-processing-based beam
refinement approach is used instead of beam interval distance
analysis. Using OpenCV (Bradski, 2000), the Canny edge
detection algorithm (Canny, 1986) is performed on the binary
image. Then, the Hough transform (Matas et al., 2000) is applied
to the edge image to detect the beam sides as 2D line segments. By
matching the closest corresponding parallel lines, the beam
positions are defined based on the point-cloud-projected
image as individual 2D rotated rectangles, which are named
“reference rectangles” (green rectangles in Figure 35)). Then,
the overlapping information between the projection of the cuboid
beam as a 2D rectangle and the reference rectangle guides the
model refinement operations via the following rules.

• Merging: If more than one beam intersects with the same
reference rectangle

• Creating: If no beam intersects with the reference rectangle
• Extending: If dStart > dmax OR dEnd > dmax, where dStart is the
distance between the starting point of the beam axis and the
closest intersection point between the reference rectangle and
elongated beam axis, dmax is the maximum distance threshold
to extend a beam (e.g., 5 cm), dEnd is the distance between the
end point of the beam and the closest intersection point
between the reference rectangle and elongated beam axis.

Regarding the operation decision rules, beam refinement is done
by refitting a cuboid to all the 3D points such that the 2D projections
are inside the reference 2D rectangle. In Figure 4B, a created beam
(blue), extended beams (yellow), and merged beams (green) are
shown inside an alpha-shape roof tile.

The first stage of model refinement is based on the point cloud
and is an attempt to minimize the process-driven defects. The
second stage of model refinement focuses on extending the
beams that are affected by the lack of measured point clouds.
Figure 4C shows that rafter beams of the corresponding roof tiles
intersect near the top. This logic is used if a top joint is missing, and
the respective left and right beams are extended toward each other
around the top to interlock with the rafter truss system.

4 DXF Open Data Exchange Format (Version AC1014). Available at: https://

help.autodesk.com/view/ACD/2019/ENU/?guid=GUID-98DB6853-

71EE-4E10-A8C3-9BD21A2A6143 (Accessed on 27 March 2023).
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3.2.1.3 Truss system analysis
In Figure 4C, each rafter-beam couple connected to the ridge

together represents the plane of a rafter truss. The interior beams of a
rafter truss can be acquired using the 3D convex hull of the outer
rafter couple (Figure 3(4)). First, the plane of the rafter-beam couple
is obtained using least-squares fitting on the vertices of the rafter-
beam axes. If a beam intersects with the convex hull, and the
longitudinal beam axis is approximately perpendicular to the
normal vector of the plane of the rafter-beam couple, then this
beam is assigned as a member of the reference rafter truss system.
Then, the beam refinement rules explained in the “Refinement of the
Beams” section are followed for merging, creating, and extending.

Figure 4D shows the rafter-beam couples (red and magenta) and
the interior beams of the trusses (black). To cluster the truss types, a
truss is chosen as the reference and compared with the others in 2D
space. If the compared truss has different members, it is assumed as a
new reference rafter truss type for searching.

3.2.2 Bracing system modeling
Bracing systems are used to connect and stabilize several rafter

truss systems in the longitudinal direction. Thus, the beammembers
of a bracing system, as shown in Figure 36), must intersect with at
least one convex hull of a rafter truss system. The second step is to
identify the reference plane along which a bracing system lies.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the normal vector of the
plane of a rafter truss system (nT�→) and the search plane of a bracing
system. The normal vector of the search plane (nB�→) is estimated

from the cross product of nT
�→ and the Z-axis of the coordinate system

using Eq. (3).

nB
�→ � nT

�→ × nZ
�→

|nT�→ × nZ
�→| (3)

d � −nB�→ · PJ
→
. (4)

In Eq. (4), the joint point (PJ
→), which is the point of intersection of

the rafter beam axes, is used to define the d parameter of the plane
equation. The blue plane shown in Figure 5 is formulated with nB

�→ and d.
As explained in Section 3.2.1.1, if a beam axis is approximately
perpendicular to the truss plane and if the distance from the beam
center to the plane is small enough, then the beam is a member of the
truss. Thus, beams that are close to the central search plane aremembers
of the primary bracing system. Then, if there are candidate beams, then
those beams can be grouped using K-means along the signed distance
from the search plane. Beams with approximately similar signed
distances from the search plane together represent the secondary
bracing systems. As the bracing member beams are identified and
truss planes are defined, the refinement process explained in Section
3.2.1.2 is applied for merging, creating, or extending the beams.

3.2.3 Investigation of additional beams
The first two processing steps of the workflow are shown in

Figure 3 by focusing on the truss and bracing systems as roof-
structure objects. The additional beams refer to beams that are
not a part of any processed truss or bracing system. As a design

FIGURE 3
Roof structure analysis and structural model refinement workflow. (1) Roof interior point cloud, (2) set of cuboids, (3) roof-cover point cloud, (4)
convex hull of the corresponding rafter beams (gray) and interior truss system (white), (5) 2D projected points inside a rafter truss (gray) with beam
positions obtained from the 2D image (green rectangles) and central axes of the beam cuboids (red lines), (6) truss elements in the longitudinal direction
as bracing elements, (7) primary longitudinal bracing system, (8) secondary longitudinal bracing system, and (9) 3D roof-structure model after
refinements.
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rationale, beams cannot be kinematic in the sense of floating
freely in space but must be connected to the structure of the roof.
Connections of these additional beams to the existing structure
are thus investigated.

First, all refined beams are added to a scene as mesh objects of
cuboids using Open3D. Then, the mesh objects of the additional beams
are involved in the same scene. Rays are created from the starting and
ending vertices of the additional beams along their longitudinal axes. The
closest intersection points between the rays and meshes are computed
using the ray-casting algorithm (Roth, 1982). To fulfill the connectivity
between the additional and existing beams, the additional beams are
extended along their longitudinal axes if the distance between the ray
starting point and the first mesh intersection is less than a defined
threshold (e.g., the mean value of the cross-sectional dimensions +30%).

Figure 6 visually depicts an additional beam and the closest
intersection point of its ray on the beam of a truss.

3.2.4 Comparative analyses of point clouds and
beam models

The structural model refinement in Figure 3 comprises the
identification of each beam within the automatically generated
cuboids from a segmented point cloud. Additionally, the
extracted reference planes help with detecting and creating the
missing beams in the automatically generated model. However,
there may be other beams that cannot be modeled. To highlight
the points that do not correspond with any beam, the distances
between the meshes of the refined beams and the point cloud are
computed using CloudCompare5. Then, all points that are at a

FIGURE 4
(A) Alpha shape of a roof tile (orange), rafter beams (red), and roof interior point cloud within the 3D convex hull of the rafter beams (gray); (B)model
refinement results with extended (yellow), merged (green), and created (blue) beams; (C) rafter pairs from corresponding roof tiles; (D) main and
subsidiary truss systems.

FIGURE 5
Bracing system search reference plane estimation.

5 CloudCompare Version 2.11.3. Available at: www.cloudcompare.org

(Accessed on 15 November 2023).
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distance of less than 1 m from the mesh are extracted. Large planar
segments are also excluded from the extracted point cloud. The
remaining point cloud would now show only those points that do
not belong to an automatically generated beam or non-construction
objects that are visible during scans. This point cloud shows the
exact positions of the beams that cannot be modeled automatically
and must be modeled manually. In this study, to visualize the
modeled beams and apply manual beam modeling, DLUBAL
RSTAB86 structural engineering software is used.

3.3 Structural model generation

The structural model of a timber roof structure must be
composed of connected beams. Additionally, the connections
between the intersecting beams should be involved in terms of
connections with specific mechanical characterizations by degrees of
freedom (DOFs) in the structural model. Another key information
embedded in the structural model is the material information of the
beam elements.

As seen from the workflow in Figure 2, joint detection is
necessary before structural assessment. The joints are generated
as the shortest line segments connecting neighboring or intersecting
beam connectors between the intersecting beam volumes.

The output of the primary processing chain is a set of cuboids
that represents the beams and 3D line segments that refer to the
joints. These geometric objects must be converted to a structural
model. The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)7 establish
international standards to import and export structural objects
and their properties. The IFC standards can be represented in

different file formats like STEP physical file structure according
to ISO 10303–218, ifcXML as an XML file, or ifcZIP as a compressed
file. The beams are stored in STEP format as beam objects whose
cross sections and longitudinal axes are extracted from the cuboids.
The joints are stored as rigid to rigid couplings. The C24 softwood
timber material is typically assigned to all beams, e.g., for historic
timber constructions. The structural model, which is specified in
terms of software and generated as a STEP file, can be imported and
interpreted by other structural engineering software. DLUBAL
RSTAB8 is used to investigate the current situation of the
structural model and also the application of external loads and
further support devices.

4 Results

The methods proposed in this study are applied using a
computer with an AMD Ryzen 7 2700X 8-core processor
with 32 GB RAM.

4.1 Cuboid modeling results

Segmentation of the point cloud is performed before cuboid
fitting. Table 1 shows that the output of the segmentation is the
number of detected segments. Then, only the linear segments are
used as inputs for cuboid fitting. The numbers of modeled cuboids
are shown in the output column for both case studies. The column
on processing time shows that cuboids can be automatically
generated from the point cloud in less than 3 h of fully

FIGURE 6
Additional beam extension using ray casting.

6 DLUBAL RSTAB. Available at: https://www.dlubal.com/en/products/rstab-

beam-structures/what-is-rstab (Accessed on 28 July 2023).

7 IFC, Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), IFC Data File Formats. Available at:

https://docs.fileformat.com/cad/ifc/(Accessed on 28 July 2023).

8 STEP, Industrial Automation Systems, and Integration—Product Data

Representation and Exchange (Version ISO 10303-21:2016). Available

at: https://www.loc.gov/preservation/digital/formats/fdd/fdd000448.

shtml Accessed on 28 July 2023.
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automated processing depending on the processed points and
numbers of detected linear segments.

4.2 Roof structure modeling

Figure 7 shows the detection and refinement of the rafter
beams, along with the detected trusses and the final structural
model. The cuboid models in Figure 7E that were acquired by the
method explained in Section 3.1 are the input data of the
subsequent refinement process. In Figure 7B, the refined blue

and red beams that intersect with each other show the rafter truss
system positions.

For the first case study, the rafter truss system classification
resulted in four main (Figure 7C.1) and nine subsidiary trusses
(C.2). As this roof structure does not have a bracing system, the
purlin structure with long horizontal beams that pass through the
middle of the main rafters are used to connect the rafters to each
other. These beams are connected to the roof tiles, so they may be
involved in the refinement operation similar to the rafter beams.
Thereafter, 14 “additional beams” that were not involved in any of
the prior refinement steps and had no connections with the main

TABLE 1 Cuboid modeling processing stages of the case studies (C.S.).

Process Input Output Processing time

C.S. 1 C.S. 2 C.S. 1 C.S. 2 C.S. 1 C.S. 2

Segmentation 11,571,245 pts 15,298,168 pts 2,179 seg 2,395 seg 01:46:02 2:22:18

Cuboid fitting 1,394 seg 2,139 seg 289 cub 230 cub 00:10:38 00:12:14

Total 01:56:40 02:34:32

FIGURE 7
Roof structure modeling outputs for both case studies: (A) segmented planar roof tiles and their connected rafter beams, (B) rafter beams after
refinement, (C.1) and (C.2) detected main and subsidiary rafter truss systems, (D.1) bracing system, (D.2) sub-system for implementation of the rafter
system that also partially contains elements from (C.1), (E) input cuboid model, and (F) final structural model.
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structure were extended along their longitudinal axes (via the
automatic method in Section 3.2.3). The automated roof
structure modeling took 08′11″. In Figure 7F, the four orange-
colored horizontal beams on the ground-level borders of the roof
structure were modeled manually. Together with the manual
additions, the resulting structural model has 241 beams, with a
total volume of 52.74 m3. The joint detection step resulted
in 877 joints.

For the second case study, four main and nine subsidiary rafter
truss systems were obtained as shown in Figure 7C.1 and
Figure 7C.2. The bracing system modeling resulted in one system
at the center (Figure 7D.1) and two subsidiary bracing systems
(Figure 7D.2) located on both sides of the bracing truss system below
the ridge. From the investigation of additional beams, six beams
were considered as extendable beams. The automated process for
this roof structure took 07′27′′. Similar to case study 1, as seen in
Figure 7F, three horizontal beams on the ground level as well as two
beams lying on the intersection of the side rafter plane and both
main rafter planes were modeled manually. The manually modeled
beams are shown in orange color. The final structural model in
Figure 7F has 213 beams, 596 joints, and 39.19 m3 volume.

4.3 Structural assessment

The purpose of the structural analysis in this study is to
demonstrate that the generated models can be imported and
processed using structural engineering software. Therefore, the
results of this analysis are only meant to be very basic,
preliminary assessments.

The result of the automated roof structure modeling, comprising
beams and links, is stored in the STEP file format. For structural
assessment, the model is imported into a structural engineering
software. In the case studies, DLUBAL RSTAB8 software was used.
In the imported model, the beams are elements with constant
dimensions along the beam axes. The very rough first setting of
hinges is in line with the typology of the structure. Slip curves
depending on the types of individual connections have not yet been
implemented in this preliminary stage of structural investigation.
The links between the structural elements are necessary to avoid
kinematic systems, which cannot be assessed at all. Therefore, the
connections are initially defined as the shortest line segments
between the intersecting beams.

As the coordinate system of the scanned data may differ from
the main axis of the building/structure, the orientation of the scan
should be rotated if needed. To analyze a structure, the first step is
defining the absolute height in the context of the entire building.
With the help of on-the-site information and visual guidance from
the point cloud, nodal support devices with the correct mechanical
settings of kinematic constraints are allocated at points that are in
contact with the substructure below. This operation is applied
manually using the graphical user interface of RSTAB8 software.

To assess the stress components and utilization grades in the
context of material strength parameters, the TimberPRO module is
used. First, a load case along the negative direction of Z-axis, with a
permanent load duration and self-weight, is defined in the software
application. Then, the TimberPRO module is used to apply the
defined load case to the model. In the preliminary assessment shown

in Figure 8, only the dead loads (self-loads) of the structures are
applied; this assessment shows that both structures are stable under
the dead loads. The maximum global deformation is minimal for
both structures even after neglecting the stiffness of the connections,
which are assumed to be rigid during the first stage of assessments.
The colorized deformed models under the dead loads are scaled
using a scale factor (1,100 and 625 for the first and second case
studies, respectively) to highlight the differences between the
deformations on the beams. The right column in Figure 8 shows
the calculated internal forces for the individual structural elements,
which are between −26 kN and 18 kN for the first structure and
between −24 kN and 12 kN for the second structure. Here, the
negative values indicate compressions and positive values
indicate tension.

5 Discussion

Data acquisition using TLS is the starting point of the analysis
of a timber roof structure in this study. To generate the 3D model
of the beams, the scan positions must contain as many possible side
faces of the beams. Even if more scan positions are used to provide
a more detailed point cloud, there may still be some limitations on
site that prevent complete data collection. First, the time can be
limited by some factors like unstable conditions of the structure,
availability of equipment and staff, or permissions from the
authorities. Second, with respect to the current condition of the
structure, the scanner can only be positioned in accessible and
secure regions. For example, in the first case study, the second floor
was not suitable for placing the scanner. Thus, all scans were
obtained at the ground level. Given the number of available scan
positions and density of the structure, gaps (visible in the top-right
part of Figure 1) occur in the point cloud near the top part of the
roof. In contrast, the second roof structure had scans from two
levels, so the point cloud is more complete even if there are small
gaps caused by the shadow effect. Third, rigid obstacles in front of
the beams, like wooden walkways, handrails, unused construction
materials, or several objects stored inside the structure, make it
impossible to collect data from some beam surfaces. The effect of
the completeness of the point cloud is visible in Figures 7A,E for
both roof structures. The rafter beams and cuboid model look
more complete for the second structure, in parallel with the
completeness of the point cloud.

Generation of a complete timber-structure wire-frame model
from a point cloud is often required. Therefore, beams are modeled
as straight linear objects with rectangular cross sections. This
method allows generation of the basic geometry, cross section,
and axis of each beam. Point clouds with 1 cm subsamples are
adequate for generating the simple models as explained by
Pöchtrager et al. (2018). After acquiring the timber wire-frame
formed by the simple beam geometry, the original point cloud
can be used to generate solid parametric models of the beams to
improve the level of detail, as explained by Bassier et al. (2016).
There are some assumptions to consider before processing the point
cloud to generate a structural model.

• Beams are considered linear or slightly deformed geometric
objects with rectangular cross sections;
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• The roof structures are covered by large planar roof tiles
connected to the rafter beams;

• All structural sub-systems are planar;
• Roof structures have rafter truss systems that are linearly
repeated, are built using pairs of beams connected at the
ridge where the pair forms the vertical rafter plane, and
contain additional connected beams within their rafter
plane for bracing;

• The roof extends in the longitudinal direction perpendicular
to the plane of a rafter truss system, and bracing systems are
formed by beams in vertical planes that are perpendicular to
the rafter truss system planes.

With respect to these assumptions, both case studies are suitable
for applying the methods explained in Section 3.2. The first case
study is a complete roof structure with a rafter truss system stabilized
by the purlin structure, so the bracing system modeling step was
skipped. In contrast, the second case study has both rafter truss and
bracing systems; hence, only the northern transept was investigated
instead of the entire roof structure; thus, this structure has no
symmetry because of the two different types of end faces
perpendicular to the ridge.

Both case studies have the same numbers of main and subsidiary
rafter truss systems and similar numbers of beams generated from
similar numbers of points. The fully automated processing,
including cuboid modeling and automated roof structure
modeling, took 02h 05′01″ and 02h 41′59″ for the first and

second roof structures, respectively. The number of segments
generated in the segmentation step is the reason for the extra
processing time of the second roof structure. Additionally, for
both case studies, approximately 3 h of user-guided
postprocessing of the scan data was needed before the automated
structural modeling. After generating the model, an extra hour of
human interaction or work on a computer was needed for the
manual beam additions, nodal support application, and loading.

The main rafter system shown in Figure 7C.1 has stacked beams
with different cross sections on the left and right sides of the truss.
The beams with larger cross sections start from the ground level and
end at the horizontal collar beam. The beams with smaller cross
sections are modeled from the ground level to the ridge. As the
cuboid fitting process is based on minimizing the distance between
the side faces and their corresponding points, the orientation of the
stacked beams may differ slightly. In this special case, the generated
model can be modified using structural engineering software
depending on the needs of the analysis. For the first case study,
the stacked beams are already linked to each other during joint
detection. The observed differences in the orientations of the stacked
beams were very small. For this study, nomanual modifications were
performed on these beams.

In Section 3.2.3, a comparison is provided between the mesh
model of the roof structure and its point cloud. Figure 9 shows the
point cloud in the distance range of 0−1 m to the closest mesh
surface of the roof-structure model. A majority of the points, as
shown in blue color, are close to the modeled beams. The green color

FIGURE 8
Structural assessment results. Global deformations in cm units under dead loads (left) and the internal forces in kN units that affect the structural
elements (right).
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in the map refers to a distance of 15–45 cm and highlights that four
large beams are placed along the outer border of the structure. This
visualization helps identify where the beams cannot be modeled by
the workflow. As many rafter beams are connected to these large
beams, the parts between the connection points are shown in green,
while the connection regions are in blue. The remaining greenish
points refer to irrelevant objects.

For manual beam modeling, the cross-sectional dimensions and
extents of the beams are directly measured from the point cloud.
Then, these beams are involved in the main model. Then, joint
detection is used to obtain the connectivity of the structural model.
To affirm this connectivity, the number of independent systems is
counted using DLUBAL RSTAB8. In the experiments, the structural
models have one independent system each after joint detection.

Regarding the state-of-the-art solutions in the related works,
there were no publicly available codes or datasets that were directly
related to this topic. As a reference for future studies, the point
clouds in .laz format files, generated cuboid models in .ply format
mesh files, and resulting structural models in .stp format files are
made publicly available by Özkan (2024).

In Table 2, the first method refers to Özkan et al. (2022a), the
second one refers to the automation achieved in this study, and the
third is the combination of the second model with manually
modeled beams. Because of the beam singularization step in this
study, even the number of modeled beams seems to decrease

between the first and second methods; however, this does not
mean a reduction of the completeness. In contrast, the number
of detected joints and hence the connectivity of the entire structure
increased for both case studies. In terms of the number of
independent systems, Method 2 has an important impact on
fulfilling the connectivity of the structural model. However, for
the second case study, manual beam modeling is mandatory to
obtain a single independent system.

The structural assessments with the dead loads shown in
Figure 8 resulted in minor global deformations (total deflection
in space) for both roof structures. These assessments show that the
generated models are suitable for computing the internal forces and
respective moments on the individual structural elements; thus, the
forces and deformations can be calculated. This result is a starting
point for the structural assessment. However, the influences of the
typologies of the connections, deformed shapes of the timber beams,
and conditions of the materials are still missing. In addition, the
initial states of the structures were without deformations, and any
deformations scanned should be considered as the results of the
structural analyses. Usually, an already deformed generated model
can be used for a first assessment.

Naturally, the proposed approach has some limitations, which
are as follows. Some advancements need to be made to generalize the
presented solution to different structures. If the cross sections are
different, then the segmentation step would be the same but the

FIGURE 9
Distance map between the point cloud and mesh model of the roof structure.

TABLE 2 Comparisons of the method by Özkan et al. (2022a) (Method 1), automated refinement result of this study (Method 2), and contributions of
manually modeled beams to the refined models (Method 3).

Method No. of beams No. of joints Volume (m3) No. of systems

C.S. 1 C.S. 2 C.S. 1 C.S. 2 C.S. 1 C.S. 2 C.S. 1 C.S. 2

Method 1 289 230 585 279 37.06 29.38 22 25

Method 2 237 208 741 566 43.54 37.58 1 6

Method 3 241 213 877 596 52.74 39.19 1 1
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cuboid fitting would have to be replaced by a different solution. If the
regularity of the structure is more complex (e.g., different hierarchy
levels or missing of a hierarchy) the completeness would be lower or
different assumptions must be introduced for completion. If point
clouds of lower geometric quality are used, this could be compensated
partly by adapting thresholds, but this would eventually affect both
the accuracy and completeness of the model. If the completeness of
the point cloud is higher, fewer heuristic assumptions would be
required to complete the structure by introducing information on
completely scanned beams (currently achieved using 2D bounding
boxes, etc.). For generalization to strongly deformed beams,
segmentation and subsequent model fitting would have to be
adapted, and this would require further adaptations when
exporting to different structural analysis software. Structures like
towers with the rotation axis at the center do not meet the
assumptions noted for the refinement stage. For such structures,
the workflow must be extended to identify reference planes of the
sub-structures to apply refinements.

6 Conclusion

A highly automated workflow is proposed for 3D structural
modeling of timber roof structures using laser-scanned point clouds.
In addition to the structural model that includes beams and joints
(rigid to rigid connectors in this study), segmentation and
documentation of the structure in the context of sub-structures
like rafter truss and bracing systems were achieved. For the two roof
structures investigated, half a day on the site and half a day of office
work was sufficient to generate the models used for the structural
analyses shown in Figure 8. This shows that the generated models
fulfill the requirements for preliminary structural assessments. Even
if there exist some limitations, as explained in the discussion section,
the proposed solution is expected to play a critical role in many
cases, especially historic roof structures that are waiting for rapid
estimations of their current states.

Together with the achieved level of automation for some roof-
structure types, towers with specific axes of rotations, initially curved
beams like domed halls, and beams with non-rectangular cross
sections are potential subjects of further studies. In addition to the
geometry of the beams, estimation of the typology of the
connections is another future research topic that can be built
upon this work. Furthermore, even if the developed workflow has
only been used by the authors so far, making it available to the
engineering community at large is intended in the future.
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